Discover California and have a diverse and challenging study abroad experience at UC Los Angeles!

Located in beautiful Southern California, UCLA is known for its commitment to academic excellence, active campus life, school pride, and the high value it places on the integration of education, research and service.

Take courses in:
- Political science, geography, English, engineering, psychology, film studies, economics, biology and more.
- Study subjects you can't find at home: Ethnic studies, women's studies, American history, religious studies, world languages, anthropology and more.

Find your field of study.

Travel. Learn. Live...be a True Bruin at UCLA!
Get to know UCLA

Take advantage of studying under the California sun at a top research university with the largest student body at UC! UCLA's combined breadth of offerings and friendly student community create a dynamic campus environment.

Take a Virtual Tour of UCLA

Watch the UCLA YouTube channel

Learn Quick Facts about UCLA

Discover The Daily Bruin

Explore UCLA! Check out Bruin Cam, campus photos and more.

Welcome to UCLA!

"My time at UCLA was an experience I never will forget. It has equipped me with a unique blend of academic and personal competencies that I would not have been able to pursue elsewhere."

-- UCLA Reciprocity student

The Quad

Royce Quad was once an epicenter of student life at UCLA. Now, in the digital age, the Quad is an attempt to recreate these discussion spaces online. Come to the Quad for analysis, explanation and student narratives about life on and off campus, within and without Westwood.
UCLA Undergraduate Experience

UCLA Bruins are known for their outstanding sports teams and school spirit!